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Eco-friendly Blue Monster® ZERO® VOC Thread Sealant
is Ideal for Green Buildings and LEED Projects

Mentor, OH – Blue Monster® ZERO®, an industrial strength, eco-friendly PTFE-enriched
pipe thread sealant with zero VOCs, zero PFOA and zero lead, is now available from
Clean-Fit Products, a division of The Mill-Rose Company.
Blue Monster® ZERO® with PTFE Is an all-purpose, non-seizing thread sealant that
is extremely effective sealing all types of metal and plastic threads carrying water,
steam, natural gas, LP and more. With zero VOCs, zero PFOA and zero lead, Blue
Monster® ZERO® is ideal for green buildings and LEED projects featuring

environmentally-responsible construction, without sacrificing performance.
Blue Monster® ZERO with PTFE is specially formulated for extra lubrication on pipe
threads, applies evenly and quickly to threads, works well on-site or on assembly line
work, and allows systems to be pressurized immediately after assembly. “Blue Monster
Zero is recommended for any environmentally-responsible construction and is
extremely effective sealing all kinds of threads,” said John Kirkland, National Sales
Manager for Clean-Fit Products.
Recent studies show nearly three in 10 of those polled made an
environmentally-conscious decision on a daily basis. “These types of studies factored
into our development of Blue Monster ZERO Thread Sealant,” said Greg Miller,
President of Mill-Rose. “There is an obvious, fast-growing movement toward healthy,
environmentally-conscious behavior, and all of us at Mill-Rose are on board. For the
first time in the thread sealant category, Blue Monster ZERO gives the consumer,
contractor, wholesaler and retailer an option,” added Miller.
Blue Monster® ZERO® thread sealant is available in ¼-pint, ½-pint, 1-pint and 1quart cans with an applicator designed into the container’s lid, and sold at leading PHC
supply houses. Blue Monster products are offered exclusively by Clean-Fit Products, a
division of The Mill-Rose Company. Mill-Rose is the world's leading supplier of PTFE
thread sealants and largest manufacturer of twisted-in-wire brushes in the U.S.A.
For further information contact Clean-Fit Products, 7310 Corporate Blvd., Mentor,
Ohio 44060. Telephone 1-800-321-3598, fax 1-440-255-1072, e-mail info@cleanfit.com
or visit www.cleanfit.com.
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Photo caption: Blue Monster ZERO VOC pipe thread sealant is an eco-friendly,
industrial strength thread sealant from The Mill-Rose Company.

